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filmsSocial Icons Sunday, November 21, 2016 "Gumdrop Boys" By L.A. Reid L.A. Reid, who is
best known as one of the most influential figures in music today, has also been a major driving
force behind a number of the pop culture phenomena that have taken place over the years, most

notably the mainstream resurgence of “urban” music. Through his relationship with Babyface, Reid
was a huge force behind the rebirth of classic soul, funk and hip-hop during the 1990s and early
2000s. Now, Reid is doing it again. Reid is best known for co-founding Epic Records with Clive

Davis in 1982, and for launching the careers of such artists as Mariah Carey, Janet Jackson, Usher,
and Michael Jackson. Under his guidance, the label became one of the world’s leading independent

labels during the 1980s and 1990s, when it re-released the classic albums of The Rolling Stones,
Billy Joel and Michael Jackson. Reid’s new album, “Gumdrop Boys,” is a collection of 11 songs

that were recorded in the same studio and produced by the same engineers as Reid’s two previous
L.A. Reid-produced albums. “Gumdrop Boys” features a mix of traditional soul and funk with

modern R&B vocals and production. The album was released on Nov. 19, and now on Dec. 3, the
album will be available as a single digital release on iTunes and Apple Music. “I didn’t want to do
the whole new album concept,” Reid says of “Gumdrop Boys.” “I think that doing an album in a
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certain style and then using a big digital rollout is for people who don’t want to listen to the music. I
wanted the music to speak for itself.” Reid says that when he listened to the entire collection of

songs over
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